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Calendar of Crime - Ellery Queen 2015-07-28
In this collection of short stories, the legendary detective must solve one mystery per month in a year of
chilling crime. Every new year, the seven remaining alumni of the first graduating class of Eastern
University gather in Manhattan to reminisce. Within that group, there is a secret clique—the Inner
Circle—forged around a crooked business arrangement, the profits of which will be collected by the last
living member. When three of the Inner Circle die within a year, the remaining men fear for their lives. Just
before Christmas, one of the survivors comes to the great detective Ellery Queen to beg for help. There are
just a few days to save a life—and the university itself. Even if Queen can get to the bottom of the Inner
Circle, eleven more puzzles will greet him throughout the year. As Calendar of Crime flips onward, the
detective will find that there is no off-season for murder.
From Zero to Infinity - Constance Reid 1961
Equine Behaviour - Daniel S. Mills 2013-05-30
Understanding the flexibility and limits of behaviour is essential to improving both the horse's welfare and
its performance. This book tackles the fundamental principles which will enable owners, riders, trainers
and students to understand scientific principles and apply them in practice. Subjects covered include the
analysis of influences on equine behaviour, the perceptual world of the horse, learning and training
techniques including the latest developments in "join-up" and "imprint training".
Asimov's Guide to Science - Isaac Asimov 1979
New Moon - Stephenie Meyer 2007-08-08
From evil vampires to a mysterious pack of wolves, new threats of danger and vengeance test Bella and
Edward's romance in the second book of the irresistible Twilight saga. For Bella Swan, there is one thing
more important than life itself: Edward Cullen. But being in love with a vampire is even more dangerous
than Bella could ever have imagined. Edward has already rescued Bella from the clutches of one evil
vampire, but now, as their daring relationship threatens all that is near and dear to them, they realize their
troubles may be just beginning. Bella and Edward face a devastating separation, the mysterious appearance
of dangerous wolves roaming the forest in Forks, a terrifying threat of revenge from a female vampire and a
deliciously sinister encounter with Italy's reigning royal family of vampires, the Volturi. Passionate,
riveting, and full of surprising twists and turns, this vampire love saga is well on its way to literary
immortality. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of
Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward
told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb
inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Obsolete Objects in the Literary Imagination - Francesco Orlando 2008-10-01
Translated here into English for the first time is a monumental work of literary history and criticism
comparable in scope and achievement to Eric Auerbach’s Mimesis. Italian critic Francesco Orlando
explores Western literature’s obsession with outmoded and nonfunctional objects (ruins, obsolete
machinery, broken things, trash, etc.). Combining the insights of psychoanalysis and literary-political
history, Orlando traces this obsession to a turning point in history, at the end of eighteenth-century
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industrialization, when the functional becomes the dominant value of Western culture. Roaming through
every genre and much of the history of Western literature, the author identifies distinct categories into
which obsolete images can be classified and provides myriad examples. The function of literature, he
concludes, is to remind us of what we have lost and what we are losing as we rush toward the future.
Italian Folktales - Italo Calvino 1980
Retells two hundred traditional Italian tales, including the stories of a fearless little man, a prince who
married a frog, and a woman who lived on wind
Do Dice Play God? - Ian Stewart 2019-06-06
Uncertainty is everywhere. It lurks in every consideration of the future - the weather, the economy, the sex
of an unborn child - even quantities we think that we know such as populations or the transit of the planets
contain the possibility of error. It's no wonder that, throughout that history, we have attempted to produce
rigidly defined areas of uncertainty - we prefer the surprise party to the surprise asteroid. We began our
quest to make certain an uncertain world by reading omens in livers, tea leaves, and the stars. However,
over the centuries, driven by curiosity, competition, and a desire be better gamblers, pioneering
mathematicians and scientists began to reduce wild uncertainties to tame distributions of probability and
statistical inferences. But, even as unknown unknowns became known unknowns, our pessimism made us
believe that some problems were unsolvable and our intuition misled us. Worse, as we realized how
omnipresent and varied uncertainty is, we encountered chaos, quantum mechanics, and the limitations of
our predictive power. Bestselling author Professor Ian Stewart explores the history and mathematics of
uncertainty. Touching on gambling, probability, statistics, financial and weather forecasts, censuses,
medical studies, chaos, quantum physics, and climate, he makes one thing clear: a reasonable probability is
the only certainty.
The Man of Numbers - Keith Devlin 2012-11-01
In 1202, a 32-year old Italian finished one of the most influential books of all time, which introduced
modern arithmetic to Western Europe. Devised in India in the seventh and eighth centuries and brought to
North Africa by Muslim traders, the Hindu-Arabic system helped transform the West into the dominant
force in science, technology, and commerce, leaving behind Muslim cultures which had long known it but
had failed to see its potential.The young Italian, Leonardo of Pisa (better known today as Fibonacci), had
learned the Hindu number system when he traveled to North Africa with his father, a customs agent. The
book he created was Liber abbaci, the 'Book of Calculation', and the revolution that followed its publication
was enormous.Arithmetic made it possible for ordinary people to buy and sell goods, convert currencies,
and keep accurate records of possessions more readily than ever before. Liber abbaci's publication led
directly to large-scale international commerce and the scientific revolution of the Renaissance. Yet despite
the ubiquity of his discoveries, Leonardo of Pisa remains an enigma. His name is best known today in
association with an exercise in Liber abbaci whose solution gives rise to a sequence of numbers - the
Fibonacci sequence - used by some to predict the rise and fall of financial markets, and evident in myriad
biological structures. In The Man of Numbers, Keith Devlin recreates the life and enduring legacy of an
overlooked genius, and in the process makes clear how central numbers and mathematics are to our daily
lives.
George's Secret Key to the Universe - Stephen Hawking 2011-01-04
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In their bestselling book for young readers, noted physicist Stephen Hawking and his daughter, Lucy,
provide a grand and funny adventure that explains fascinating information about our universe, including
Dr. Hawking's latest ideas about black holes. It's the story of George, who's taken through the vastness of
space by a scientist, his daughter, and their super-computer named Cosmos. George's Secret Key to the
Universe was a New York Times bestseller and a selection of Al's Book Club on the Today show.
An Autobiographical Account by a Leading Sardinian Republican Politician of Resistance to
Fascism in Sardinia from 1918-1930 - Emilio Lussu 1992
Readers seeking to understand the resurgence of fascism in the world today should profit from Emilio
Lussu's account. This is an autobiography through which the reader encounters men and women caught up
in the brutalizing of a State whose opponents suffer the consequences of holding to principle. In Sardinia in
the 1920's a bourgeois class fell easy prey to fascism. Lussu's personal, humorous, warm, perceptive, ironic
and telling account of his own humiliation and punishment, affords the reader the unique perspective of a
man at the centre of opposition to a movement which would eventually plunge Europe into war.
The Logical Structure of Consciousness - Michael Starks 2019-07-17
It is my contention that the table of intentionality (rationality, mind, thought, language, personality etc.)
that features prominently here describes more or less accurately, or at least serves as an heuristic for, how
we think and behave, and so it encompasses not merely philosophy and psychology, but everything else
(history, literature, mathematics, politics etc.). Note especially that intentionality and rationality as I (along
with Searle, Wittgenstein and others) view it, includes both conscious deliberative linguistic System 2 and
unconscious automated prelinguistic System 1 actions or reflexes.I provide a critical survey of some of the
major findings of two of the most eminent students of behavior of modern times, Ludwig Wittgenstein and
John Searle, on the logical structure of intentionality (mind, language, behavior), taking as my starting
point Wittgenstein's fundamental discovery -that all truly 'philosophical' problems are the same-confusions
about how to use language in a particular context, and so all solutions are the same-looking at how
language can be used in the context at issue so that its truth conditions (Conditions of Satisfaction or COS)
are clear. The basic problem is that one can say anything but one cannot mean (state clear COS for) any
arbitrary utterance and meaning is only possible in a very specific context. I analyze various writings by
and about them from the modern perspective of the two systems of thought (popularized as 'thinking fast,
thinking slow'), employing a new table of intentionality and new dual systems nomenclature. I show that
this is a powerful heuristic for describing behavior.Thus, all behavior is intimately connected if one takes
the correct viewpoint. The Phenomenological Illusion (oblivion to our automated System 1) is universal and
extends not merely throughout philosophy but throughout life. I am sure that Chomsky, Obama, Zuckerberg
and the Pope would be incredulous if told that they suffer from the same problem as Hegel, Husserl and
Heidegger, (or that that they differ only in degree from drug and sex addicts in being motivated by
stimulation of their frontal cortices by the delivery of dopamine (and over 100 other chemicals) via the
ventral tegmentum and the nucleus accumbens), but it's clearly true. While the phenomenologists only
wasted a lot of people's time, they are wasting the earth and their descendant's future.
The Science of Human Origins - Claudio Tuniz 2014-02-15
Three of the Europe's leading paleoanthropologists and physical scientists outline here—in student friendly
language—the revolutionary changes in the science of studying of human origins and the amazing findings
those tools have produced.
Recondite Harmony - Deborah Burton 2012
Who is Puccini? Most debates about the composer are focused on his cultural and musical identity: is his
music traditional or progressive? The thesis of this volume is that the diametrically opposed forces of the
traditional and the progressive live together in Puccini's music, embedded deeply within his harmonic
constructs and in many musical parameters. Recondite Harmony is a study of all of Puccini's operas
examined through a primarily analytic lens. It offers essays on salient aspects of each of the operas while
tracing in them both progressive and traditional elements. The volume is divided into two parts: in the first,
approaches that inform the entire corpus of Puccini's operas are examined. The second half of the book is
devoted to brief essays discussing interesting aspects of each of his operas. Techniques in each opus that
merit analytic attention are highlighted and discussed in relation to the drama at hand, individuating more
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fully musical aspects special to each score. Included are also previously unpublished source material and
autograph sketches.
Alice in Quantumland - Robert Gilmore 1995-07-21
In this cleverly conceived book, physicist Robert Gilmore makes accessible some complex concepts in
quantum mechanics by sending Alice to Quantumland-a whole new Wonderland, smaller than an atom,
where each attraction demonstrates a different aspect of quantum theory. Alice unusual encounters,
enhanced by illustrations by Gilmore himself, make the Uncertainty Principle, wave functions, the Pauli
Principle, and other elusive concepts easier to grasp.
“L'”asino - 1867
Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius - Jorge Luis Borges 1983
`Here is a handsome edition of one of Borges' ficciones, in a translation first published in Labyrinths in
1962. It's an important story in the Borges' canon, incorporating most of the author's philosophical and
esthetic preoccupations in a typically brief compass. With great solemnity and a convincing array of
scholarly detail (including annotated references to imaginary books and articles), Borges contocts a fable of
an alternate world and its infiltration of our own. The reality of Tlon is idealist: material objects have no
existence; language has no nouns; its principal discipline is psychology, since its inhabitants see the
universe as nothing but a series of mental processes. A series of 24 illustrations accompanies the text. Their
disturbing resemblances to our reality make them appropriate reflections of Borges's imaginative
constructs.' -- The Kingston Whig-Standard
The Problem of Cell 13 - Jacques Futrelle 2019-11-22
"The Problem of Cell 13" by Jacques Futrelle. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
The Dream Gardener. Ediz. a Colori - Claudio Gobbetti 2019
Hexaflexagons and Other Mathematical Diversions - Martin Gardner 2020-10-05
Martin Gardner's Mathematical Games columns in Scientific American inspired and entertained several
generations of mathematicians and scientists. Gardner in his crystal-clear prose illuminated corners of
mathematics, especially recreational mathematics, that most people had no idea existed. His playful spirit
and inquisitive nature invite the reader into an exploration of beautiful mathematical ideas along with him.
These columns were both a revelation and a gift when he wrote them; no one--before Gardner--had written
about mathematics like this. They continue to be a marvel. This volume, originally published in 1959,
contains the first sixteen columns published in the magazine from 1956-1958. They were reviewed and
briefly updated by Gardner for this 1988 edition.
Arturo's Island - Elsa Morante 1959
The Leopard - Giuseppe Di Lampedusa 2007-11-06
Set in the 1860s, The Leopard tells the spellbinding story of a decadent, dying Sicilian aristocracy
threatened by the approaching forces of democracy and revolution. The dramatic sweep and richness of
observation, the seamless intertwining of public and private worlds, and the grasp of human frailty imbue
The Leopard with its particular melancholy beauty and power, and place it among the greatest historical
novels of our time. Although Giuseppe di Lampedusa had long had the book in mind, he began writing it
only in his late fifties; he died at age sixty, soon after the manuscript was rejected as unpublishable. In his
introduction, Gioacchino Lanza Tomasi, Lampedusa's nephew, gives us a detailed history of the initial
publication and the various editions that followed. And he includes passages Lampedusa wrote for the book
that were omitted by the original Italian editors. Here, finally, is the definitive edition of this brilliant and
timeless novel. (Translated from the Italian by Archibald Colquhoun.)
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The Book of Disquiet - Fernando Pessoa 2010-12-09
Sitting at his desk, Bernardo Soares imagined himself free forever of Rua dos Douradores, of his boss
Vasques, of Moreira the book-keeper, of all the other employees, the errand boy, the post boy, even the cat.
But if he left them all tomorrow and discarded the suit of clothes he wears, what else would he do? Because
he would have to do something. And what suit would he wear? Because he would have to wear another suit.
A self-deprecating reflection on the sheer distance between the loftiness of his feelings and the humdrum
reality of his life, The Book of Disquiet is a classic of existentialist literature.
50 Mathematical Ideas You Really Need to Know - Tony Crilly 2013-10-01
Just the mention of mathematics is enough to strike fear into the hearts of many, yet without it, the human
race couldn't be where it is today. By exploring the subject through its 50 key insights--from the simple (the
number one) and the subtle (the invention of zero) to the sophisticated (proving Fermat's last theorem)--this
book shows how mathematics has changed the way we look at the world around us.
Tomb Raider: The Official Cookbook and Travel Guide - Sebastian Haley 2021-10-26
"Tomb Raider: The Official Cookbook and Travel Guide is a thrilling and delicious tutorial on recipes based
on the cultural history of the many locations Lara Croft has visited throughout her 25 years of global
adventures--bringing the taste back home to you. Inspired by the hit Tomb Raider videogame franchise, this
book features over 40 recipes from the many locations Lara Croft visits and explores across the globe, with
food and drinks inspired by key characters and locations. Also included is expert information on the cultural
history of the many beautiful cities and countries to which she travels. A global exploration, this unique
cookbook and travel guide takes fans on an exclusive journey across the planet chasing the thrills and
adventures of Lara Croft. Featuring beautiful full color photography as well as stunning art from the games,
this is the ultimate gift for fans, travelers, and food aficionados alike."--Amazon
What Is the Name of This Book? - Raymond M. Smullyan 2011-08
Orig. pub.: New York: Simon & Schuster, c1978.
Matematica per giovani menti - Daniele Gouthier 2019
Massimiliano Foschi, il «piccolo genio italiano dei numeri» (che nel frattempo è finito per la terza volta di
seguito sul podio dei Campionati Internazionali dei Giochi Matematici di Parigi), e il matematico Daniele
Gouthier ci propongono un nuovo volume di problemi per «dar la caccia ai numeri».
Digital Skills and Life-long Learning: Digital Learning as a New Insight of Enhanced Learning by
the Innovative Approach Joining Technology and Cognition - Dina Di Giacomo 2019-03-01
Recently, technology and aging have been key research areas in human cognition. The Research Topic
“Digital Skills and Life-long Learning: Digital Learning as a New Insight of Enhanced Learning by the
Innovative Approach Joining Technology and Cognition” investigated technology's impact on cognitive and
intellective processes, highlighting how intensively technology can change and/or enhance the cognitive
functioning throughout one’s lifespan. The aim of this Research Topic was to provide an outlook through
multidisciplinary research and development while addressing the dynamic intersection of cognition, mind,
and technology. Our scope was 1) to favor the cognitive technology debate, 2) to overcome the dichotomies
of technology and psychology, 3) to emphasize the advances in knowledge and well-being. This Research
Topic comprises review studies and original articles, focused on digital skills that enhance human potential.
Transversal approaches and cross-sectorial analysis were encouraged, leading to investigation areas
related to cognitive and mental processing—in educational, rehabilitation, clinical settings—across aging.
Articles of high relevance to the Research Topic were submitted on the subjects of a) research in human
performance and human factors, b) new research and technologies addressing the needs of a growing
populace, and c) cognitive aging and cognitive rehabilitation research.
The Name of the Rose - Umberto Eco 1994
It is the year 1327. Franciscans in an Italian abbey are suspected of heresy, but Brother William of
Baskerville’s investigation is suddenly overshadowed by seven bizarre deaths. Translated by William
Weaver. A Helen and Kurt Wolff Book
The Big Questions The Universe - Stuart Clark 2011-10-27
The Big Questions series enables renowned experts to tackle the 20 most fundamental and frequently asked
questions of a major branch of science or philosophy. Each 3000-word essay simply and concisely examines
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a question that has eternally perplexed enquiring minds, providing answers from history's great thinkers.
This ambitious project is a unique distillation of humanity's best ideas. In Big Questions: The Universe, Dr
Stuart Clark tackles the 20 key questions of astronomy and cosmology: What is the universe? How big is the
universe? How old is the universe? What are stars made from? How did the Universe form? Why do the
planets stay in orbit? Was Einstein right? What are black holes? How did the Earth form? What were the
first celestial objects? What is dark matter? What is dark energy? Are we really made from stardust? Is
there life on Mars? Are there other intelligent beings? Can we travel through time and space? Can the laws
of physics change? Are there alternative universes? What will be the fate of the universe? Is there
cosmological evidence for God?
Dar la caccia ai numeri - Daniele Gouthier 2017-10-31
Una raccolta di piccole sfide per la mente, per affrontare in modo giocoso problemi stimolanti e curiosi di
matematica elementare. Nel solco di inarrivabili autori quali Martin Gardner, Lewis Carroll e Italo Ghersi, il
lettore viene invitato a dare la caccia ai numeri (ma anche a geometria, logica, probabilità…) per trovare
risultati che richiedono intuito, fantasia e solo un pizzico di nozioni di base. Un libro da risolvere più che da
leggere. Un testo che propone la matematica con leggerezza, perché il lettore assapori ogni rompicapo. I
solutori dovranno esercitare il proprio autocontrollo per non andare a sbirciare in quanti modi sbagliati si
possono sedere a tavola gli amici della “Banda dei quattro”, come giocare a tennis dalla cima di due torri, e
se conviene cambiare la porta in una originale rivisitazione del problema di Monty Hall.
Batman - Brian Azzarello 2016-04-19
"After an unknown enemy infects Batman with a deadly virus, the Dark Knight must race across Europe in
search of a cure. But he wasn't the only target. His greatest enemy, the Joker, was exposed to the same
destructive disease. Batman and Joker were each given different pieces of the larger puzzle, and neither
can solve the mystery without the other." -- back cover.
The Theory of Evolution - John Maynard Smith 1993-07-30
A century ago Darwin and Wallace explained how evolution could have happened in terms of processes
known to take place today. This book describes how their theory has been confirmed, but at the same time
"transformed", by recent research.
La domenica del Corriere supplemento illustrato del Corriere della sera - 1911
Something for the Pain: One Doctor's Account of Life and Death in the ER - Paul Austin 2009-10-21
"A stunning account of the chaos of the emergency room." —Boston Globe In this eye-opening account of
life in the ER, Paul Austin recalls how the daily grind of long, erratic shifts and endless hordes of patients
with sad stories sent him down a path of bitterness and cynicism. Gritty, powerful, and ultimately
redemptive, Something for the Pain is a revealing glimpse into the fragility of compassion and sanity in the
industrial setting of today’s hospitals.
Paintings - Hieronymus Bosch 1959
Lola and Me - Chiara Valentina Segre 2015-06
When I first met Lola I was living in the countryside with my parents and brothers and sisters. Lola was
lonely and ill then, but it was love at first sight, and I knew that I wanted to take care of her. A beautifully
told, heart-warming story about friendship and survival, with a very surprising and satisfying ending.
At the Crossroads of the Earth and the Sky - Gary Urton 2013-12-18
Above Misminay, the sky also is so divided by the alternation of the two axes of the Milky Way passing
through the zenith. This mirror-image quadri-partition of terrestrial and celestial spheres is such that a
point within one of the quarters of the earth is related to a point within the corresponding celestial quarter.
The transition between the earth and the sky occurs at the horizon, where sacred mountains are related to
topographic and celestial features. Based on fieldwork in Misminay, Peru, Gary Urton details a cosmology
in which the Milky Way is central. This is the first study that provides a description and analysis of the
astronomical and cosmological system in a contemporary community in the Americas. Separate chapters
take up the sun, the moon, meteorological phenomena, the stars, and the planets. Star-to-star
constellations, the "animal" dark-cloud constellations that cut through the Milky Way, and certain twilight3/4
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and midnight-zenith stars are analyzed in terms of their spatial and temporal integration within an
indigenous cosmological framework. Urton breaks new ground by demonstrating the indigenous merging of
such forms of "precise knowledge" as astronomy, meteorology, agriculture, and the correlation of
astronomical and biological cycles within a single calendar system. More than sixty diagrams clarify this
Quechua system of astronomy and relate it to more familiar principles of Western astronomy and
cosmology.
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The Music of the Primes - Marcus du Sautoy 2004-04-27
An examination of the Riemann Hypothesis considers the modern implications of its solution, noting its
potential impact on business, science, and other fields and describing the million-dollar prize currently
being offered to whomever can crack its code. Reprint.
Mysteries from Forgotten Worlds - Charles Berlitz 1990-05
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